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Preface

This document is one of a series of publications of the Software Engineering 
Institute at Carnegie Mellon University called security improvement modules. 
They are intended to provide practical guidance to help organizations improve 
the security of their networked computer systems.

Module structure Each module addresses an important but relatively narrowly defined problem 
in network and system security. The first section of the module describes the 
problem and outlines a set of security improvement practices to help solve it. 
Each practice is a recommended way of performing common tasks related to 
the secure operation of networked computer systems. 

The remaining sections of the module are detailed descriptions of the 
practices. Each includes a rationale for the recommended actions and a 
description of how to perform them.

Intended audience The practices are primarily written for system and network administrators 
whose day-to-day activities include installation, configuration, and 
maintenance of the computers and networks. Occasionally, practices are 
written to assist the managers responsible for network and system 
administration.

Revised versions Network and system technologies continue to evolve rapidly, leading to new 
security problems and solutions. Modules and practices need to be revised 
occasionally, so to permit more timely publication of new versions, we also 
publish them on the World Wide Web. At the end of each section of this 
document is the URL of its Web version.

Implementation details How an organization adopts and implements the practices often depends on 
the networking and computing technologies it uses. For some practices, 
technology-specific implementation details are published on the World Wide 
Web. The Web version of each practice contains links to the implementation 
details.
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Deploying Firewalls

A firewall is a combination of hardware and software used to implement a security policy 
governing the network traffic between two or more networks, some of which may be 
under your administrative control (e.g., your organization’s networks) and some of which 
may be out of your control (e.g., the Internet). A network firewall commonly serves as a 
primary line of defense against external threats to your organization's computer systems, 
networks, and critical information. Firewalls can also be used to partition your 
organization’s internal networks, reducing your risk from insider attacks.

Firewall technologies have entered into the mainstream. The “1999 Computer Security 
Institute/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey” [Power 99] indicates that 91 percent 
of the organizations surveyed already deploy firewalls. Articles and other references 
covering evaluation, selection, and configuration of firewall technologies are now 
common in the popular press (see References at the end of this section).

However, there has been little published about designing, installing, deploying, operating, 
and maintaining firewalls. The practices in this module will address designing, installing, 
and deploying firewalls. 

The term firewall is taken from the structural analog whose purpose is to slow the spread 
of fire in a building. In the computer literature, popular press, and vendor marketing 
materials, the term is used in many ways. Some people use it to identify a specific 
hardware component or software package, while others consider the entire collection of 
systems and software deployed between two networks to be parts of a firewall.

Throughout these practices, we will generally use the term firewall as an adjective 
modifying a noun (such as system, hardware, software, product) to make the reference 
clear. When we use the term firewall as a noun, we mean the general concept of a 
technological mechanism for the enforcement of a network traffic security policy. While 
this may seem cumbersome at times, we believe these distinctions will increase your 
understanding of our intent.
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Who should read these 
practices

These practices are intended primarily for experienced system and network administrators 
and integrators.

These practices are applicable to your organization if its information infrastructure either 
includes or will soon include

• interconnections between internal networks and networks not under its administrative 
control, such as the Internet or business partner networks

• interconnections among internal networks with different security requirements

The purpose of this module is to cover the fundamentals of firewall functionality (packet 
filtering) and the deployment process. These practices assume that your desired firewall 
architecture includes packet filtering as a first step. Later versions of this module will 
address additional firewall capabilities such as proxies and VPNs (virtual private 
networks).

What these practices do not 
cover

These practices do not address

• the creation of a detailed security policy including the policy to be enforced by the 
firewall

• the evaluation and selection of specific firewall products

• post-deployment operation and maintenance of firewalls

• the design and deployment of more advanced firewall capabilities, such as

– proxies (including SOCKS)
– stateful inspection or dynamic packet filtering
– network address translation
– virtual private networks
– Internet Protocol version 6 or other non-Internet Protocol version 4 protocols
– network and host intrusion detection technologies

• networking fundamentals, such as
– specific Internet protocols
– routing and route management
– switching and VLANs (virtual local area networks)

• system management fundamentals, such as
– operating systems installation and maintenance
– application software installation and maintenance
– host intrusion detection technologies

• cryptography and encryption technologies

 Security issues Increasingly, organizations are connecting to the Internet to establish a business and 
electronic commerce presence and to access information rapidly. When your 
organization's networks are connected to the Internet without adequate security measures 
in place, you become vulnerable to attacks from external adversaries. Without firewalls, 
you will be unable to prevent many forms of undesirable access to your networks, 
systems, and information assets. The risks include

• loss of confidentiality of business information (e.g., financial records, strategic 
planning data, engineering models and prototypes, marketing plans, medical records, 
as well as inability to guarantee the integrity of such information)
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• loss of availability of mission-critical services such as EDI (electronic data 
interchange), ERP (enterprise resource planning), just-in-time inventory controls, and 
electronic mail

• exposure of critical data about your information infrastructure that can be used by your 
adversaries in planning their attacks

• legal liability, regulatory liability, or public loss of confidence when your adversaries 
use one of your computers to carry out attacks against other organizations

• vandalism of public information services (such as your public Web site)

The use of firewall technology provides you with one of the most effective tools available 
to manage your networks’ risk by providing you with access control mechanisms that can 
implement complex security policies. 

Security improvement 
approach

To effectively deploy firewall technology, we recommend a four-part approach. It requires 
implementing security practices in these areas:

• preparing for firewall system deployment

• configuring your firewall system to reflect your security policy

• testing your firewall system to ensure it performs according to your specifications

• deploying the correctly configured firewall system

Summary of recommended 
practices

Abbreviations used in these 
practices

DG default gateway
DHCP dynamic host configuration protocol

DMZ demilitarized zone

DNS domain name service

EDI electronic data interchange

ERP enterprise resource planning

FTP file transfer protocol

HTTP hypertext transfer protocol

ICMP Internet control message protocol

IDS intrusion detection system

IP Internet protocol

Area Recommended Practice

Prepare 1. Design the firewall system.

Configure 2. Acquire firewall hardware and software.
3. Acquire firewall documentation, training, and support.
4. Install firewall hardware and software.
5. Configure IP routing.
6. Configure firewall packet filtering.
7. Configure firewall logging and alert mechanisms.

Test 8. Test the firewall system.

Deploy 9. Install the firewall system.
10. Phase the firewall system into operation.
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ISP Internet service provider

LDAP lightweight directory access protocol

NAT network address translation

NFS network file system

NTP network time protocol

OS operating system

OSPF open shortest path first

RAM random access memory

RCS revision control system

RIP routing information protocol

SCCS software configuration control system

SOCKS general purpose application proxy 1 

SMTP simple mail transfer protocol

SNMP simple network management protocol

SPAK Send PAcKets2

SSH secure shell

SSL secure socket layer

TCP transmission control protocol

UDP user datagram protocol

VLAN virtual local area network

VPN virtual private network

WWW World Wide Web
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1 Design the firewall system.

Designing a firewall requires that you understand and identify the boundaries between 
security domains in your network. A network security domain is a contiguous region of a 
network that operates under a single, uniform security policy. Wherever these domains 
intersect, there is a potential need for a policy conflict resolution mechanism at that 
boundary. This is where firewall technology can help.

The most common boundary where firewalls are applied today is between an 
organization’s internal networks and the Internet. When establishing an Internet firewall, 
the first thing you must decide is its basic architecture (assuming you have previously 
established your firewall requirements1 and the security policy it is intended to 
implement). In this context, architecture refers to the inventory of components (hardware 
and software), and the connectivity and distribution of functions among them. There are 
two classes of firewall architectures, which we refer to as the single layer and the multiple 
layer architectures.

In a single layer architecture (see figure 1-1 at the end of this section), one network host is 
allocated all firewall functions and is connected to each network for which it is to control 
access. This approach is usually chosen when containing cost is a primary factor or when 
there are only two networks to interconnect. It has the advantage that everything there is to 
know about the firewall resides on that one host. In cases where the policy to be 
implemented is simple and there are few networks being interconnected, this approach can 
also be very cost-effective to operate and maintain over time. The greatest disadvantage of 
the single layer approach is its susceptibility to implementation flaws or configuration 
errors — depending on the type, a single flaw or error might allow firewall penetration.

1. These should have been specified during your firewall evaluation and selection process. Areas 
you should have considered include

- risks you are trying to mitigate with the firewall (i.e., the information assets and resources you are 
trying to protect and the threats that you are trying to protect against)

- services you intend to offer to the Internet from your network

- services you intend to use on the Internet from your network

- identification of the users of these services

- firewall availability and performance requirements

- determining who will manage the firewall system and how they will manage it

- determining the system and network growth that the firewall system will need to accommodate in 
the future

Other considerations can be found in Firewalls Complete [Goncalves 98] and the Third Annual 
Firewall Industry Guide [ICSA 98].
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In a multiple layer architecture (see figure 1-2 at the end of this section), the firewall 
functions are distributed among a small number of hosts, typically connected in series, 
with DMZ networks between them. This approach is more difficult to design and operate, 
but can provide substantially greater security by diversifying the defenses you are 
implementing. Although more costly, we advise using different technology in each of 
these firewall hosts. This reduces the risk that the same implementation flaws or 
configuration errors will exist in every layer. The most common design approach for this 
type of architecture is an Internet firewall composed of two hosts interconnected with one 
DMZ network.

Having chosen the basic architecture (i.e., the number of hosts, the method in which they 
are connected, the tasks that each will perform), the next step is to select the firewall 
functions to be implemented in these hosts. The two most basic categories of firewall 
function are packet filtering and application proxies. These functions can be used 
separately or jointly and can be implemented on the same or on different firewall hosts. 
Recently, packet filtering firewall products have gained some of the features of application 
proxies and are generally referred to as stateful inspection packet filters. See Building 
Internet Firewalls [Chapman 95], Firewalls Complete [Goncalves 98], and “Firewalls 
fend off invasions from the Net.” [Lodin 98] for a more detailed explanation of the 
different types of firewall functions.

There are good reasons to use both packet filtering and application proxies. Certain 
services (e.g., SMTP, HTTP, or NTP) are usually safe to control via packet filters while 
others (e.g., DNS, FTP) may require the more complex features available only in proxies. 
Packet filtering is fast, while application proxies are generally slower. In cases where 
greater access control is required and the poorer performance of proxies cannot be 
tolerated, stateful inspection packet filters may be an acceptable compromise. In any case, 
one should plan to have as many of these different functions (i.e., packet filters, proxies, 
and stateful inspection) available as possible, applying each where appropriate.

Ideally, the design of your firewall architecture should precede firewall hardware and 
software selection. However, we recognize that in some organizations, some form of 
firewall may already be in place.

Why this is important Your ability to enforce your organization’s security policies accurately can be severely 
impaired if you have not chosen an appropriate and effective firewall architecture. This 
design will determine which policies can and cannot be enforced, as well as how well the 
firewall will accomplish its objectives over time. Firewall architectures are difficult and 
expensive to change after deployment, so there is considerable value (cost savings) in 
creating an effective, scalable, and manageable design first.

Firewall systems provide a policy enforcement mechanism at a security domain boundary. 
If an adversary can exploit another less protected boundary to gain access into your 
network (for example, a modem on a user workstation or via a partner’s network), then 
any firewall systems you have deployed on other boundaries to control access to that 
network will be ineffective.

How to do it ➤ Document the environment

The generation and use of diagrams are extremely important while designing your 
architecture. They are a good communications mechanism and they are excellent tools to 
help you avoid mistakes later. The basic rule of thumb is “if you cannot draw it, you 
cannot build it.” Do not skip or scrimp on this step. 
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One effective method is to use an electronic whiteboard with a group of knowledgeable 
people to generate candidate diagrams.

➤ Select firewall functions 

Firewall functions available in today’s products include packet filtering, application 
proxies, and stateful inspection filtering. Each of these functions implies a certain range of 
possible choices for deployment platforms. A firewall deployment platform is the 
combination of the particular hardware and operating system on which the desired firewall 
functions execute. In some cases, the choice of function and platform can be made 
independently and in others, the choice of one forces a choice in the other. The following 
sections describe each of these functions and the platform choices available.

Packet filtering

Since routers are commonly deployed where networks with differing security 
requirements and policy meet, it makes sense to employ packet filtering on routers to 
allow only authorized network traffic to the extent possible. The use of packet filtering in 
those routers can be a cost-effective mechanism to add firewall capability to an existing 
routing infrastructure. As the name implies, packet filters specify packets to filter 
(discard) during the routing process. These filtering decisions are usually based on 
contents of the individual packet headers (e.g., source address, destination address, 
protocol, port). Some packet filter implementations offer filtering capabilities based on 
other information, but we consider these under the heading of stateful inspection described 
below.

Generally speaking, packet filtering routers offer the highest performance firewall 
mechanism. However, they are harder to configure because they are configured at a lower 
level, requiring you to have a detailed understanding of protocols2.

Packet filtering is typically implemented on two kinds of platforms

• general purpose computers acting as routers

• special purpose routers

The following table shows the principle advantages and disadvantages of each platform.

We have found that cost is not a major consideration in choosing a platform for packet 
filtering.

Special purpose router vendors have added packet filters to their router products to 
provide limited access controls as a result of customer demand and minimal 
implementation effort. However, they are router vendors, not security product vendors, so 

2. The difficultly primarily arises because of how quickly the rule sets grow in complexity. 
Low-level debugging is hard and you have to know, in detail, how the router parses the rules you 
have defined.

General purpose computer acting as a router Special purpose router

Advantages Unlimited functional extensibility Highest performance
Large number of interfaces

Disadvantages Moderate performance
Small number of interfaces
OS vulnerabilities

Minimal functional 
extensibility
May require more memory
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when they make a design tradeoff between routing functionality and security functionality, 
they choose routing. In this context, performance is a routing functionality issue, not a 
security issue, so it always ranks near the top of the list of design priorities for these 
routers. In addition, adding filtering to a router

• can negatively impact routing, and therefore networking, performance 

• may require additional memory

General purpose computers and the operating system software that runs on them are not 
typically designed to act as high performance routers, with or without packet filtering. The 
most common reasons for choosing a general purpose computer include:

• using firewall mechanisms in addition to packet filtering on the same host

• existing in-depth knowledge of the chosen platform 

• eliminating filtering load on a special purpose router

• availability of source code

Application proxies

An application proxy is an application program that runs on a firewall system between two 
networks (see figure 1-3 at the end of this section). The host on which the proxy runs does 
not need to be acting as a router. When a client program establishes a connection 
“through” a proxy to a destination service, it first establishes a connection directly to the 
proxy server program. The client then negotiates with the proxy server to have the proxy 
establish a connection on behalf of the client between the proxy and the destination 
service. If successful, there are then two connections in place: one between the client and 
the proxy server and another between the proxy server and the destination service. Once 
established, the proxy then receives and forwards traffic bi-directionally between the 
client and service. The proxy makes all connection-establishment and packet-forwarding 
decisions; any routing functions that are active on the host system are irrelevant to the 
proxy.

As with packet filtering, application proxies are available on both special purpose proxy 
machines and general purpose computers. Generally speaking, application proxies are 
slower than packet filtering routers. However, application proxies are, in some ways, 
inherently more secure than packet filtering routers. Packet filtering routers have 
historically suffered from implementation flaws or oversights in the operating system’s 
routing implementation on which they depend. Since packet filtering capabilities are 
“add-ons” to routing, they cannot correct or compensate for certain kinds of routing flaws.

As a result of making more complex filtering and access control decisions, application 
proxies can require significant computing resources and an expensive host upon which to 
execute. For example, if a certain firewall technology running on a UNIX platform needs 
to support 200 concurrent HTTP sessions, the host must be capable of supporting 200 
HTTP proxy processes with reasonable performance. Add 100 FTP sessions, 25 SMTP 
sessions, some LDAP sessions, and some DNS transactions and you have a host that needs 
to sustain 500 to 1,000 proxy processes. Some proxies are implemented using kernel 
threads (which can dramatically reduce resource requirements) but resource demands 
remain high.
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Stateful inspection or dynamic packet filtering 

We use the terms stateful inspection or dynamic packet filtering to refer to a more capable 
set of filtering functions on routers. Packet filtering is restricted to making its filtering 
decisions based only on the header information on each individual packet without 
considering any prior packets. Stateful inspection filtering allows both complex 
combinations of payload (message content) and context established by prior packets to 
influence filtering decisions. As with packet filtering, stateful inspection is implemented 
as an “add-on” to routing, so the host on which the stateful inspection function is 
executing must also be acting as a router.

The principle motivation for stateful inspection is a compromise between performance 
and security. As a routing “add-on,” stateful inspection provides much better performance 
than proxies. It also provides an increase in the level of firewall function than simple 
packet filtering. Like proxies, much more complex access control criteria can be specified 
and like packet filtering, stateful inspection depends on a high quality (i.e., correct) 
underlying routing implementation.

Refer to “Stateful Inspection Firewall Technology Tech Note.” [Check Point 98] and 
“Application Gateways and Stateful Inspection: A Brief Note Comparing and 
Contrasting.” [Avolio 98] for more information about stateful inspection and dynamic 
packet filtering. Additional information on all firewall functions and the pros and cons of 
each can be found in Firewalls and Internet Security [Cheswick 94], Building Internet 
Firewalls [Chapman 95], Firewalls Complete [Goncalves 98], Third Annual Firewall 
Industry Guide [ICSA 98], and Internet Security Policy: A Technical Guide [NIST 98]. A 
recent summary of thirteen vendor firewall products and the functions they support can be 
found in “Firewalls Market Survey” [SC 99].
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We recommend the following as a guideline for choosing firewall functions:

Function
Packet 
filtering (PF)

Application 
proxies (AP)

Stateful 
inspection (SI) 
and packet 
filtering

Packet 
filtering and 
application 
proxies

Stateful 
inspection, 
packet 
filtering, and 
application 
proxies

Platforma SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP

Protocol / 

serviceb

A A S S A A A A A A

Supportc T S T S T S T S T S

Security 
require-

mentsd

L L H H M M L 
(PF)

H 
(AP)

L 
(PF)

H 
(AP)

L 
(PF)

M 
(SI)

H 
(AP)

L 
(PF)

M 
(SI)

H 
(AP)

Perform-
ance / 
scale 
require-

mentse

H H L L M 
(SI)

H 
(PF)

M 
(SI)

H 
(PF)

L 
(AP)

H 
(PF)

L 
(AP)

H 
(PF)

L 
(AP)

M 
(SI)

H 
(PF)

L 
(AP)

M 
(SI)

H 
(PF)

a. SP - special purpose computer; GP - general purpose computer

b. A - any; S - only specific protocols or services

c. T - turnkey support via vendor; S - site-supported

d. L, M, H - low, medium, high

e. L, M, H - low, medium, high
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➤ Select the firewall topology

While the firewall functions described above can be deployed in a wide variety of ways, 
there are a small number of commonly deployed architectures. They are presented in order 
of increasing effectiveness.

Basic border firewall (See figure 1-4 at the end of this section.) This is the starting 
point for all firewalls. A basic border firewall is a single host interconnecting an 
organization’s internal network and some untrusted network, typically the Internet. In 
this configuration, the single host provides all firewall functions.

Untrustworthy host (See figure 1-5 at the end of this section.) To the basic border 
firewall, add a host that resides on an untrusted network where the firewall cannot 
protect it. That host is minimally configured and carefully managed to be as secure as 
possible. The firewall is configured to require incoming and outgoing traffic to go 
through the untrustworthy host. The host is referred to as untrustworthy because it 
cannot be protected by the firewall; therefore, hosts on the trusted networks can place 
only limited trust in it.

DMZ network (See figure 1-6 at the end of this section.) In a DMZ network, the 
untrusted host is brought “inside” the firewall, but placed on a network by itself (the 
firewall host then interconnects three networks). This increases the security, reliability, 
and availability of the untrusted host, but it does not increase the level of trust that 
other “inside” hosts can afford it. Other untrustworthy hosts for other purposes (for 
example, a public web site or ftp server) can easily be placed on the DMZ network, 
creating a public services network.

Dual firewall (See figure 1-7 at the end of this section.) The organization’s internal 
network is further isolated from the untrustworthy network by adding a second 
firewall host. By connecting the untrustworthy network to one firewall host, the 
organization’s internal network to the other, and the DMZ between, traffic between the 
internal network and the Internet must traverse two firewalls and the DMZ.

In each of these architectures, firewalls are used to control access at the border of your 
network mainly for the purpose of protecting your network from an untrusted network. 
Firewalls deployed entirely within your network can also be used to provide mutual 
protection among subnets of your network. Controlling access between internal subnets is 
no different than controlling access between your network and the Internet, so all of the 
above architectures can be used as internal firewall architectures as well.

Additional information on these firewall architectures and their pros and cons can be 
found in Firewalls and Internet Security [Cheswick 94], Building Internet Firewalls 
[Chapman 95], Firewalls Complete [Goncalves 98], “Firewalls fend off invasions from 
the Net.” [Lodin 98], and Internet Security Policy: A Technical Guide [NIST 98].

➤ Perform architectural trade-off analysis

Firewalls are typically thought of in their restrictive or protective sense. That is, they 
protect your network from the Internet or they restrict access to your network from the 
Internet. In today’s Internet-enabled organizations, firewalls are more frequently thought 
of as safely empowering the organization to interact with the Internet. As such, firewalls 
are very much part of an organization’s mission-critical infrastructure and they need to be 
designed accordingly.
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As a result, you must make the same architectural tradeoffs in designing your firewall that 
are commonly made in other mission-critical systems. Architectural characteristics that 
must be considered include

• performance

• availability

• reliability

• security

• cost

• manageability

• configurability

• function

Refer to “The Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method.” [Kazman 98] and “Experience 
with Performing Architecture Tradeoff Analysis.” [Kazman 99] for more information on 
performing architectural tradeoffs.

Areas to consider include

• availability. Availability is achieved by a combination of reliability and redundancy. 
Start by choosing hardware and software components that are reliable. If the level of 
reliability achieved is insufficient, consider using redundant components to meet 

availability requirements.3

• performance. Based on the anticipated traffic through the firewall system, you may 
need multiple firewall hosts to distribute the load and handle traffic at an acceptable 
rate.

• security. Weigh the use of single versus dual firewall systems at your network 
perimeter. The factors to consider include

– having outside traffic passing through two firewall systems instead of one (benefits 
vs. cost)

– your ability to monitor traffic and the monitoring locations
– your ability to recover from compromises including disconnecting one firewall 

system while keeping the other operational
– your needs for and number of network ports
– performance
– failure characteristics
– expense
– complexity of firewall system operations and maintenance
– using multiple firewall systems from different vendors to reduce your exposure to 

vulnerabilities inherent in a single product (survivability through diversity)

3. A hot standby system provides the capability to automatically and immediately switch workload 
from the primary system to the standby system. A warm standby usually requires some 
reconfiguration before the workload can be switched from the primary system. Cold standbys are 
started from a shutdown state and need extensive configuration upgrades before being used. 
Having a hot standby firewall system will minimize downtime and maximize flexibility in being 
able to test broken systems offline.
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➤ Protect your firewall system from unauthorized access.

If you need to administer your firewall systems remotely, you must use strong 
authentication and data encryption technologies to prevent adversaries from 
compromising your firewall systems. The firewall administrator should be authenticated 
using technologies such as one time passwords or recognized cryptographic protocols 
rather than using clear text passwords or replayable authenticators. All administrator 
communications to and from the firewall systems must be strongly encrypted. Consider 
strongly encrypting any sensitive information (such as passwords, configuration data) 
stored on the firewall system or on all administrative systems (such as the network 
management system).

Ensure that you have appropriate physical access controls for the work areas that house 
the consoles for your infrastructure management and administration systems. 
Unauthorized users who have physical access to these systems could use them to access 
your firewall systems. Ensure you have equivalent physical access controls for the work 
areas that house your firewall system consoles.

Policy considerations Your organization’s networked systems security policy should include

• the risks you intend to manage with the firewall

• the services you intend to offer to untrusted networks from your protected network. 
These could be offerings to the Internet or to other internal networks. 

• the services you intend to request from untrusted networks via your protected network. 
These could be requests to the Internet or to other internal networks.   

• the objective that all incoming and outgoing network traffic must go through the 
firewall (i.e., that no traffic which bypasses the firewall is permitted, for example, by 
using modems) — or conversely, that specific loopholes are permitted and under what 
conditions (e.g., modems, tunnels, connections to ISPs)

In the offering and requesting of services, your policy should ensure that you only allow 
network traffic

• that is determined to be safe and in your interests

• that minimizes the exposure of information about your protected network’s 
information infrastructure

For additional information on policy-related topics, refer to Firewalls Complete 
[Goncalves 98].

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p053.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p053.html
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Figure 1-1: Example of 
single layer architecture
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Figure 1-2: Example of 
multi-layer architecture
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Figure 1-3: Application 
proxy

Figure 1-4: Basic border 
firewall architecture
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Figure 1-5: Basic firewall 
with untrustworthy host 
architecture
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Figure 1-6: Basic firewall 
with DMZ network 
architecture
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Figure 1-7: Dual firewall 
with DMZ network 
architecture
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2 Acquire firewall hardware and software.

You need to ensure that you have all of the hardware and software necessary to install, 
test, operate, monitor, and audit your firewall system prior to its deployment. In addition, 
you need to ensure that you have adequate physical space to accommodate the equipment 
and that it can be connected properly in both its test and operational states. You need to 
seek expert advice if you are unfamiliar with the hardware, any aspects of its 
configuration, the software, or the physical environment in which it will operate.

Why this is important You cannot operate your firewall mechanisms effectively, or perhaps at all, if key 
hardware or software components are missing. If you do not ensure that you have all 
components on hand prior to deployment, you are likely to experience delays in ordering 
and acquiring missing components. This could increase the time it takes to deploy your 
firewall system.

How to do it ➤ Determine required hardware components

These may include

• appropriate processors on which to run the firewall software with sufficient processing 
speed to meet performance requirements

• adequate RAM to meet performance requirements

• devices necessary for software installation (e.g., CD-ROM, floppy drives, keyboard, 
display, mouse)

• adequate hard disk space to accommodate the operating system, the firewall software, 
and additional requirements such as log files.

• firewall client administration workstation(s)

• network interface cards

• backup devices and media

• physical space such as rack mount space

• appropriate power (e.g., plug strips, redundant power supplies, continuous power)

• appropriate cabling (e.g., network and console cables)

• testing devices (e.g., network traffic generators and monitors)

• surrounding network infrastructure (e.g., routers, switches, and hubs)

• telecommunications facilities

• spare parts as required
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Processor, memory, and disk capacities should be determined on a cost/benefit basis. You 
want to order the maximum that you can afford. Firewall software processing is typically 
very resource intensive and you will continue to require increased capacity as your 
network grows and as your traffic or security needs increase.

Ensure there are sufficient adapter slots for all of the networks that will connect to your 
firewall system in both test and operational modes. Ensure that they operate at the data 
rates you require. If you have a very high traffic site, you may need to consider multiple 
parallel gateways with automatic load balancing so that your firewall systems do not 
become a bottleneck.

Ensure that you have sufficient spare equipment on hand to meet your firewall 
redundancy, availability, and failure recovery requirements. For example, if you plan to 
maintain a hot standby or backup of your firewall system, you need sufficient equipment 
to operate a fully-redundant system.

➤ Determine required software components

These may include

• host operating systems

• patches and fixes to secure the operating system and bring it up to the most current 
version

• device drivers for all adapters and interfaces required

• any tools that are required to perform software reconfiguration

• firewall software components

• support utilities

• network monitoring tools such as tcpdump to view network traffic during testing and 
operations

• patches and fixes to secure all software components

➤ Determine required testing components

In the same way that the operational environment for the firewall system must be 
designed, so must the test environment. Refer to “8. Test the firewall system.” for 
information about determining testing requirements. The test environment should be 
designed to be as realistic as possible without running the risk of compromising your 
operational network or the firewall systems under test.

Hardware components may include equipment that serves the role of some or all of the 
networks that the firewall systems will eventually interconnect as well as equipment used 
for the purposes of generating simulated traffic.

Software components may include tools to simulate network traffic that will exercise 
firewall rules.

While it is theoretically possible to exhaustively test a firewall policy by generating and 
monitoring network traffic, it is practically infeasible. Therefore, a traffic sampling 
technique must be used. Two possible approaches are to capture or replay existing traffic 
or generate simulated traffic.
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We recommend generating simulated traffic for the following reasons:

• You can exercise traffic of most interest at any point in time by choosing what traffic 
you generate.

• You are not distracted by traffic that is irrelevant to the test you are currently 
conducting.

• You do not need to characterize the captured traffic to ensure it adequately covers your 
areas of interest.

• You do not need to sanitize traffic as it does not represent actual communication.

Most approaches to firewall testing are likely to include a review of log files and the use of 
network traffic generators and sniffers. Refer to “7. Configure Logging and Alert 
Mechanisms” for more information about logging practice.

➤ Acquire all components

Ensure that you have all hardware and software components available before attempting 
firewall system deployment.

Conduct a preliminary installation of the firewall software and operating system on the 
target hardware to ensure that nothing is missing. It is particularly important that you do 
this upon receipt of hardware and software if your deployment is delayed. If something is 
missing, you have time to correct the omission before deployment deadlines. If you skip 
this step, you may not realize the omission until much later. Plan to do this type of 
preliminary installation many times. The more comfortable you are with the installation 
process, the more quickly you can perform major reconfigurations or recoveries.

If your firewall operating system (OS) resides in nonvolatile memory (e.g., flash 
memory), make sure that you can erase its contents completely and rewrite the OS image 
onto the hardware. Do this for both your primary and all spare OS hardware. This will 
ensure that your OS hardware works correctly and that you can load a new version of the 
operating system once the firewall system is deployed.

If you have limited experience with the target hardware or operating system, bring in a 
knowledgeable consultant or vendor. Document your understanding, the actions that they 
take, and the recommendations that they make. Have the consultant/vendor sign this 
document in the event you encounter problems in the future. It may give you some 
leverage to have them return without incurring additional expense. Refer to “3. Acquire 
firewall documentation, training, and support.”

Other information Be aware that installing and configuring firewall hardware and software are difficult and 
complex processes. Each firewall product is different. It is critically important that you 
carefully read and understand all documentation provided by product producers. For 
example, some products expect specific hardware (e.g., graphic adapters) or specific 
software patches to be present for a successful installation.

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p054.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p054.html
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3 Acquire firewall documentation, training, and support.

Depending on the firewall architecture you design, you may need some level of training or 
vendor support when you are deploying a new firewall system. There are a range of 
choices you need to evaluate in order to determine your requirements for these 
information sources. 

Why this is important If you are unfamiliar with the technologies that make up your new firewall, you are likely 
to make potentially costly mistakes. This can cause delays in all aspects of installing, 
configuring, deploying, operating, and maintaining your firewall system. While the most 
serious mistake results from incorrect security configurations (exposing your network to a 
range of possible consequences), even maintaining the underlying hardware and software 
can be complex enough to warrant training or support.

How to do it ➤ Determine your training requirements

You can almost always acquire training services and materials on the various technologies 
that make up your firewall system from the firewall product vendor. You may also be able 
to acquire what you need from other organizations that specialize in such training. Start by 
assessing the skills available within your organization. If staff with the requisite skills are 
not available, the best way to understand what is needed is to ask the personnel who are 
candidates for the training; they are most likely to know what they don’t know. Assess 
existing skills and plan to supplement them as necessary in the following areas:

• TCP/IP protocols, services, and routing

• network architecture

• hardware on which the firewall runs or depends

• software on which the firewall runs or depends, including the operating system

• the firewall software

• network security and survivability

• network monitoring

• system management techniques

– installation
– maintenance
– backup and recovery
– system security
– auditing, logging, and monitoring

Training is a relatively expensive commodity; make sure you get what you need — no 
more, no less.
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Be sure to consider a range of training delivery methods such as

• classroom including on-site instruction and the use of web-based or 
video-conferencing technologies

• self-paced (conventional or computer based)

• books and manuals

• journals and magazines

• conferences and user groups

• World Wide Web resources

Make sure to consider your future training requirements, including those for new 
personnel, in your plan.

Depending on the extent of your requirements as described above, we recommend that 
you schedule training well in advance of any firewall deployment activities but close 
enough to the start of deployment to be applied.

➤ Determine your support requirements 

Vendor support may be essential when you are trouble shooting complex problems. 
Vendor support can also be used in lieu of training to address specific questions whose 
answers are not clear or present in available documentation.

Vendor support is generally negotiated in the form of a service level agreement1. It can 
come in several forms: access-controlled Web site support, phone support, and onsite 
support. Phone support will likely have the following characteristics

• a choice of 24 hours a day, seven days a week or during your normal business hours 
(Monday - Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.)

• a number of specified individuals who can call for support or an unlimited number of 
callers

• a specified calendar time period for the support (one month, six months, one year)

• the use of a more in-depth service or onsite support if those that perform vendor phone 
support cannot solve your problem

• a flat monthly or annual rate for phone support; an hourly rate for in-depth or onsite 
support that is billed as you use the support

As with training, be sure to consider product support in addition to the firewall system 
such as support for the operating system.

We recommend that you obtain vendor support as soon as you have selected your firewall 
systems and before you actually start testing and deployment.

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p055.html

1. For more information on developing a service level agreement, refer to http://www.gtlaw.com.au
/pubs/negotiating.html and http://www.gtlaw.com.au/pubs/negotiatingservice.html.

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p055.html
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4 Install firewall hardware and software.

Install and configure the operating system that will execute the firewall software followed 
by installing and configuring the firewall software. These two steps should be performed 
on the firewall hardware you intend to use in your production environment but deployed 
in the test environment and configuration (Refer to “8. Test the Firewall System” for 
information on using a test configuration). You need to ensure that all hardware and 
software are properly configured and operate as expected to the extent possible in the test 
configuration.

You need to configure the operating system on your firewall host in the minimum essential 
configuration so that only those services necessary for firewall operation and maintenance 
are included. You need to include all applicable patches or fixes for both the operating 
system and the firewall software.

Why this is important The most common cause of firewall security breaches is misconfiguration of the firewall 
system. Various references on penetration testing show that well over half of the firewall 
systems regularly tested are not properly configured. According to ICSA1, seventy percent 
of sites with certified commercial firewalls are still vulnerable to attacks due to 
misconfiguration or improper deployment. 

Exercising your installation and configuration procedures in a test environment will allow 
you to learn the requirements to efficiently install and configure both the operating system 
and your firewall software while minimizing the impact on your operational systems. It 
will highlight what, if any, hardware may be missing in your initial configuration.

If you do not install the operating system and your firewall software with a minimal 
service configuration and with all applicable patches, you risk

• exposing your organization’s network to intrusions that exploit well-known 
vulnerabilities for which patches exist

• not being able to get support from your vendor. Vendors almost always require the 
underlying system to be current before they will answer questions.

• not having a stable platform on which to run the firewall software. Many patches are 
related to reliability and recovery.

1. January, 1999 quote.
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How to do it ➤ Install a minimum acceptable operating system environment

Ensure that your firewall system configuration includes only those packages and services 
that are required for firewall system operation.

This can be accomplished by either

• removing all software that is not needed (if this can be determined) after installation

• including only that software which is needed, selectively adding specific packages and 
services back in as you determine that they are required

Examples of services that are typically included in a default operating system 
configuration that should be removed are X Windows services, telnet (assuming ssh is 
installed and configured), NFS for Unix-based operating systems, and NetBios for 
Microsoft NT operating systems.

For some firewall products, the process of installing the firewall software will force a 
minimal configuration of the operating system such as removing unnecessary services if 
you did not do this before the installation process.

Keep in mind that packet filtering functions typically run in the operating system kernel 
(for performance reasons) and, therefore, packet filtering software is fairly sensitive to a 
specific kernel version and release number.

Once you are satisfied that the operating system and the firewall software is successfully 
installed, you should repeat the sequence to ensure that the process can be done again. The 
second time, document it. The third time, have an outside person who was not involved in 
the first two installations follow the documentation to see if it is correct and complete.

Take appropriate steps to ensure that any redundant systems are in a state consistent with 
the systems to be used in production. Ensure that you can easily switch between your 
primary firewall system and any redundant systems.

Your installed environment may not have all of the necessary troubleshooting and support 
tools necessary to determine what has happened if anything goes wrong during the 
installation process. You may need to install the firewall system on another host that has 
better diagnostic tools if you run into problems. After you understand the problems and 
know how to compensate for them, you can complete the installation on the production 
hardware.

➤ Install all applicable patches

This information is available from your operating system and firewall software vendors. 
Determine how to deliver patches securely to the firewall system. Some products require 
that you do this using removable media (disk, CD-ROM), not via a network.

As an operational consideration, if your redundancy requirements result in your having an 
identical hot backup or standby firewall system (which we strongly recommend), you can 
consider installing and testing any new patches on the redundant system and then switch 
from the current operational system to the redundant system.

Your vendor service level agreement should state that the firewall software will always be 
fully functional if all of the operating system patches are installed.
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In addition, you need to ensure that those responsible for your firewall operating system 
and software have time set aside to periodically review applicable public and vendor 
information sources for security patch updates. These sources regularly report current 
intruder trends, new attack scenarios, security vulnerabilities, methods for their detection, 
and guidance to address them.2 

➤ Restrict user and host access

The only users who should have access to your firewall system are the firewall system 
administrator, those authorized by policy, and individuals involved in operating and 
maintaining your information technology infrastructure.

For some firewall products, the process of installing the firewall software will 
automatically disable access to the firewall system by all users (except those mentioned 
above) if you have not already disabled their access before installation.

We recommend that you allow remote access to your firewall system only via mechanisms 
that are strongly authenticated and strongly encrypted, even on your organization’s 
internal networks. Some firewall products provide the capability to restrict the 
administrative client to a specific IP address and a specific port. We do not believe that 
this is adequate security; encryption is required as well. IP addresses and ports are too 
easily spoofed.

➤ Disable IP forwarding

Make sure packet forwarding is disabled until after the firewall software is operational.

While booting firewall hosts, there may be an interval of time after the operating system is 
functional, including networking, but the firewall software is not yet functional. During 
this interval, packets may flow freely through the firewall system. Make sure that no 
packets are forwarded before the firewall software is functioning by doing one or more of 
the following

• disable IP routing before any interfaces are enabled

• do not enable network interfaces before the firewall software is functional

➤ Backup your system

When installation is complete, perform a backup of the entire firewall system. Use this 
backup to restore the production system (or one identical to the test firewall system) for 
operation. Verify that both the operating system and the firewall software operate properly 
from the restored backup version. Refer to Securing Desktop Workstations [Simmel 99], 
specifically the practice “Configure computers for file backups.”

2. A list of information sources can be found at the end of the Executive Summary of this 
module and at http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/implementations
/i040.01.html, titled “Maintaining currency by periodically reviewing public and 
vendor information sources.”
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Policy considerations Your organization’s networked systems security policy should require

• timely evaluation, selection, and installation of patches and other corrections that you 
need to operate securely

• that only authorized personnel have access to the firewall system via authorized, 
strongly authenticated mechanisms

• that firewall system installation is performed in an environment isolated from your 
operational networks

• that your firewall system is backed up on a regular basis

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p056.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p056.html
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5 Configure IP routing.

Routing is the process of deciding the disposition of each packet that a router handles. 
This applies to incoming packets, outbound packets leaving your network for external 
destinations, and those packets being routed among your internal networks.

There can be only two dispositions: forward or discard. The routing mechanism decides 
between these two using the destination IP address in the packet header. This decision 
process is governed by a data structure called the routing table. The routing mechanism 
should not be used to implement security policy; it is too dynamic and unreliable. Routing 
functions and supporting structures are designed to route packets efficiently and reliably, 
not securely.

A firewall system’s routing configuration reflects its view of the topological configuration 
of the networks to which it is attached. Most firewall systems’ routing configurations 
rarely change; they are static1.

Why this is important You should have a routing configuration that reflects your network topology so that your 
firewall system will be able to deliver legitimate packets to their desired destinations.

How to do it ➤ Obtain IP addresses

Obtain a unique IP address for each interface on each firewall system.

Each network to which a firewall system is attached has a procedure to obtain new IP 
addresses. For the Internet, this is obtained from the Internet Service Provider (ISP) that 
will connect to your firewall. For internal networks, including any DMZ networks you 
intend to establish, you must obtain IP addresses from within your organization.

➤ Establish routing configuration

A firewall system’s routing table contains a list of IP network addresses for which the 
firewall system is intended to provide routing services. Each row of the table describes 
one network. The index used to access a row in the table is the destination network address 
of the packet currently being routed. If table lookup is successful, the table provides either 
the address of the next router to which to send the packet or the interface to use to send the 
packet out. That next router is used as the intermediate destination and the packet is 
forwarded there. If the table lookup fails, the packet is discarded. An ICMP “unreachable” 

1. Dynamic updates to routing configurations do occur. However, we state them as static here 
because the large majority of firewalls today have two interfaces — one to the Internet and one to 
the organization’s internal network. In this case, routing is static. Most ISPs handle all dynamic 
routing, presenting a static interface to their customers’ systems at all times.
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message may be returned to the source indicating that the packet was undeliverable. 

If you are replacing an existing firewall system or router, thoroughly examine the routing 
configuration of your system to determine the network topology that it describes. Ensure, 
as a first step, that the routing configuration of the new firewall system is consistent with 
your current system before departing from that configuration.

Information on routing protocols and the process of establishing a routing configuration is 
fully described in Internetworking with TCP/IP, volume 1: principles, protocol and 
architecture. 3rd Edition [Comer 95].

Policy Considerations Your organization’s networked systems security policy should

• require that configuring IP routing for your firewall system is performed in an 
environment isolated from your operational networks

• specify what connectivity is to be permitted with the specific statement that all other 
connectivity is denied

Other information Your routing configuration is derived from your network topology. You should not attempt 
to implement aspects of your security policy with routing. It is too imprecise, exercises 
insufficient control of your incoming and outgoing network traffic, and has no support for 
auditing and logging.

If your firewall design is based on a multiple layer firewall architecture with a DMZ so 
that all inbound and outbound packets travel through both firewall systems, you need to 
take the following into account:

• For the outside firewall system (the one that sits between the external world and the 
inside firewall system), the routing configuration is more complex and the packet 
filtering rules are more simple. Formulating the routing configuration and the 
filtering rules needs to be done separately and somewhat in sequence. 

• For the inside firewall (the one that sits between the outside firewall and your 
internal networks) the routing configuration is more simple and the packet filtering 
rules are generally more complex (depending on the policy you are implementing). 
You need to formulate the routing configuration and the filtering rules concurrently. 

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p057.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p057.html
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6 Configure firewall packet filtering.

Packet filtering is the process of deciding the disposition of each packet that can possibly 
pass through a router with packet filtering (firewall host)1. For this discussion, assume 
there are only two dispositions: accept and reject. IP filtering provides the basic protection 
mechanism for a routing firewall host, allowing you to determine what traffic passes 
through it based on the contents of the packet, thereby potentially limiting access to each 
of the networks controlled by the firewall. 

The criteria used in each filtering rule for determining the disposition can be arbitrarily 
complex. For a router with packet filtering, there may be multiple points in the routing 
process where the rules are applied; typically, for arriving packets, they are applied at the 
time a packet is received and, for departing packets, they are applied immediately before a 
packet is transmitted. There may be different rule sets at each point where filtering is 
applied.

Your firewall’s packet filtering rules should implement some portion of your 
organization’s network security policy. If the entire policy can be implemented in packet 
filters, then other firewall mechanisms may not be required. If some elements of your 
policy can not be implemented with packet filters, then consider additional firewall 
mechanisms such as proxies.

Why this is important Packet filtering can be a high performance, low cost means by which to implement a 
substantive portion of your network security policy.

How to do it ➤ Design the packet filtering rules

The criteria that are available to influence the content of the rules you design comes from 
two sources: information intrinsic to a packet and information extrinsic to a packet. 
Intrinsic information is information that is contained within a packet itself. Examples of 
intrinsic information include

• packet header information

– source address
– destination address
– protocol
– source port
– destination port
– packet length

1. Filtering uses a range of information in the packet header (for example, source and destination IP 
addresses, port, and protocol) while routing uses only the destination IP address. 
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– connection state information

• packet payload (message content)

Some or all of this information may be referenced in filter rules depending on the actual 
implementation of the packet filter mechanism in the firewall software you have selected. 
Most packet filters only support references to information in headers.

Extrinsic information is information that exists outside of a packet. Examples of extrinsic 
information are

• arrival interface on the router or firewall

• departure interface on the router or firewall

• context maintained by the firewall software that pertains to a packet (for use in stateful 
inspection)

• date and time of packet arrival or departure

Packet filters cannot generally reference extrinsic information. Most packet filters are 
implemented as separate sets of rules for each interface, sometimes with separate sets for 
arriving and departing packets. By placing a given rule in the appropriate interface’s rule 
set, you are using extrinsic information in the design of your rules.

When designing rules for a new network interconnect (one that does not currently exist in 
firewalled or unfirewalled form), we recommend the following approach:

1. You can generally assume that the last rule in every rule set of every firewall system is 
to deny all packets. However, we recommend that you explicitly add this rule to 
remind you that this is the policy you are implementing and to express the rule set 
more completely.

2. Design anti-spoofing rules and put them at the top of each rule set2. 

3. Canvass the potential users of this interconnect to find out what they expect to be 
doing. Collect this list into a table of protocols, ports, and source and destination 
addresses. Select those that implement your security policy.

4. Sort the table by protocol and then by port.

5. Collapse the matching protocols rows and the consecutive ports rows together into one 
new row that specifies a range for the port.

6. Convert this table into a set of rules and insert them between the anti-spoofing rules 
and the “deny all” rule at the end of the rule set.

You need to take the following additional guidelines into account:

• For some firewall software, installing an empty set of packet filtering rules does not 
mean that all traffic is allowed to pass through. It instead instructs the firewall to block 
all traffic (including firewall configuration session packets). If this happens, you will 
need physical access to the firewall management console to recover the system.

• Watch for default packet filtering rules that may come with the firewall software. 
These are sometimes not obvious and will likely not be in compliance with your 
security policy. Carefully review your firewall software documentation.

2. Refer to ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc2267.txt for more information about spoofing and 
designing anti-spoofing rules.

ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc2267.txt
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• If your firewall has separate rule sets for arrival and departure on each interface, repeat 
the rules in the arrival rule set of each interface and in the departure interface of the 
others. This reduces the possibility of an oversight.

• If your firewall only has two interfaces, then you can automatically generate rules for 
one interface from the other. This becomes more difficult as the number of interfaces 
increases, eventually becoming computationally infeasible.

• For anti-spoofing rules to work as intended, it is necessary for your firewall to be able 
to distinguish between arrival and departure on each interface independently. You need 
to specify sets of rules that reference interfaces and direction; otherwise, you cannot 
implement anti-spoofing rules without interfering with other rules.

• Check to see if your firewall system has the capability to generate anti-spoofing rules 
automatically from routing tables. The advantage of this approach over manually 
designed rules is that the rules may be able to adapt automatically to routing changes. 
This is important if your firewall has multiple routes to the same destinations (e.g., 
multiple connections to the Internet). If you do not automatically generate 
anti-spoofing rules, then routing changes may adversely affect your ability to reach 

certain destinations since routing and filtering could then be in conflict.3

• Remember that packet filters must be based on IP addresses, not host names or use of 
DNS services. If your firewall software allows you to specify addresses in the form of 
host names, the names must be converted to addresses and these addresses are then 
used in filters before filters can take effect. If a host’s address changes, then the 
firewall will not recognize the change until the filter configuration is reloaded and the 
names are converted to addresses again.

• If your filtering software allows you to refer to established TCP connections, you may 
wish to use this feature to allow return traffic to be forwarded for established 
connections. This is a useful feature to allow packets coming back from TCP 
connections originating within your internal network to the Internet into your network. 
Note that this is not foolproof. It is possible for an adversary to forge such packets, 
thereby getting them through your firewall and into your network. If all of your 
internal systems have properly operating TCP implementations, they will discard these 
forged packets. But this is a risk you must decide to accept or reject.

• Given that UDP is a connectionless protocol, there is no concept of an “established” 
state. Therefore, there is no completely safe way to allow “return” UDP packets — 
they simply cannot be positively associated with an outgoing packet. However, in spite 
of its inherently less safe nature, a number of critical services depend on UDP packets. 
For example, the domain name service (UDP port 53) must be functional in order for 
your internal hosts to operate correctly. For each such UDP service, it may be possible 
for you to determine the level of threat in permitting its packets and thus make a risk 
management choice of permitting or denying the service. If you decide that you must 
support a given service, but you cannot accept the risk of permitting that service’s 
traffic through your packet filtering firewall, it may be necessary to consider a higher 
function firewall mechanism, such as a proxy, stateful inspection, or running separate 
services on each side of the firewall system (such as having two DNS servers).

• ICMP is also a connectionless protocol. Therefore, it suffers from the same types of 
filtering limitations and threats as UDP. However, there are only thirteen types of 
ICMP packets. For each type, you should explicitly decide what you are willing to 
permit.

3. Be aware that routing topology changes may create conflicts between routing and filtering 
policies for non-spoofing related filter rules. This is the primary reason that most firewalls 
operate with a static routing configuration.
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• Source routing is a function of IP routing that allows the packet originator to influence 
routing decisions as the packet traverses networks. We recommend that you disable all 
source routing functions in your firewall’s router and that, if possible, you deny any 
packets that have specified source routing options.

Refer to TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1: The Protocols [Stevens 94] for details on TCP, 
UDP, and ICMP.

➤ Document the packet filtering rules

Document packet filtering rules so that anyone reading the documentation and 
configuration data is able to see how each filtering rule enforces its part of the firewall 
policy. Describe why each rule is included.

Specifying the detailed rules that implement your firewall policy can be a very complex 
and time-consuming process. It is very common that several rules are required to achieve 
one integral function. Group the rules that go together and include comments or other 
documentation that explains what the group does (to the extent that the filter syntax 
permits). 

Most commercial firewall products provide complex configuration managers and user 
interfaces for specifying rules. Some products provide the capability to aggregate related 
sets of rules into groups. However, the language used to express the rules is typically 
network-based, not policy-based. This means that you can specify a rule and understand 
what it does from a network perspective, but you may still have little idea of the policy 
implications. 

In many current products, firewall system performance degrades as the number of filtering 
rules increases. So you may be forced to combine rules to optimize performance (make 
sure to include good documentation to explain what the optimized rule set does and how it 
performs). This further contributes to obfuscating the rules from a policy perspective. 
Establishing and maintaining your understanding of the rules from both a policy 
viewpoint and a network viewpoint at the same time is very difficult.

One strategy to address this complexity is to maintain your firewall policy and the rules 
that implement it in a policy language of your own design. We know of no products to do 
this. Developing a language that works for the firewall and system administrators in your 
organization might be worth the effort as it simplifies the operation and maintenance of 
your firewall system and reduces the probability of introducing errors over time.

It is easy to make mistakes in altering rules as requirements change. We recommend 
keeping the rule sets under revision control (using a tool such as RCS4 or SCCS5) so that 
you can look back to prior configurations when necessary (and it will be necessary).

➤ Install packet filtering rules

Now that you have one or more sets of rules, install them in your firewall test 
environment. Most firewall software has a mode of operation that allows the installed 
filters to be dumped to a file for examination. Become familiar with this feature. Install 
your filters, dump them, and compare the two. Sometimes you will find ambiguities in the 
input language that result in your implementing something different from what you 
intended. Continue this install-dump-compare cycle until you are satisfied that you have 
installed what you intended to install.

4. Revision Control System

5. Software Configuration Control System
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In actual use, all three steps of this practice (design, document, install) are performed in 
parallel using a process of successive refinement. It is also common to perform initial 
rule-specific testing during this activity to ensure that each rule does what you expect it to 
do. Refer to “8. Test the Firewall System” for more information on testing.

Policy considerations It is rarely the case that packet filtering can implement an organization’s security policy 
exactly. Your managers must decide what level of accuracy and precision is required in 
implementing your security policy. It will almost certainly be the case that you will have 
to implement rules that are either more permissive or more restrictive than your policy. 
You need to determine how to handle this discrepancy.

Your organization's networked systems security policy should state

• that all network traffic that is not explicitly permitted should, by default, be denied

• that configuring packet filtering for your firewall system is performed in an 
environment isolated from your operational networks

Other information 1. Two objectives common to all firewall systems are that you want to only allow 
network traffic that you have determined is consistent with your security policy (or 
conversely, disallow traffic that is inconsistent with your policy) and you want to 
minimize the amount and usefulness of information about your information 
infrastructure that is disclosed to those outside of the firewall.

These objectives can be achieved in a number of ways. When selecting filtering 
mechanisms, we recommend the following guidelines:

• Controlling what packets are forwarded can be achieved in two ways. You can deny 
packets you know are unacceptable and permit everything else or you can permit 
packets you know are acceptable and deny everything else. Logically, these are 
equivalent. Operationally, they are quite different. Given that there are a potential of 
131,070 TCP and UDP services on any given host, it is operationally infeasible to 
determine which of these might be acceptable or unacceptable. Fortunately, your users 
will tell you what is acceptable (usually in the form of complaints). We believe that 
taking advantage of your users’ suggestions leads to the best practice for packet 
filtering today, which is to explicitly permit packets which you know to be acceptable 
(and reflective of your policy) and to deny everything else.

• Your policy should carefully limit the use of your organization’s internal networks and 
services by users who are not members of your organization. If you are providing 
services specifically for use by nonmembers (such as access to your public Web site), 
your policy should require that they be isolated from your internal systems. This 
decreases your risk even if one of the services is vulnerable to attack because access is 
strictly controlled.

• Your policy should address access requirements by members of your organization who 
are located on untrusted networks (e.g., mobile users on the Internet, employees 
located at a business partner site). You may need to implement mechanisms to permit 
appropriate access through the firewall system to your internal networks or systems by 
these people using strong authentication and encryption.

2. There are references6 dealing with the dangers of broken IP implementations, ranging 
from fragmentation reassembly errors to sequence number prediction to incorrect 

6. Refer to the list of general firewall references in the Executive Summary of this module.
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interpretation of invalid packet headers. Any such IP implementation flaw can 
compromise the effectiveness of a packet filtering firewall.

3. If your firewall design is based on a multiple layer firewall architecture with a DMZ in 
a way that all inbound and outbound packets travel through both firewall systems, you 
need to take the following into account:

• For the outside firewall system (i.e., the one that sits between the external world and 
the inside firewall system), the routing configuration is more complex and the packet 
filtering rules are more simple. Formulating the routing configuration and the filtering 
rules needs to be done separately and somewhat in sequence. 

• For the inside firewall (i.e., the one that sits between the outside firewall and your 
internal networks) the routing configuration is more simple and the packet filtering 
rules are generally more complex (depending on the policy you are implementing). 
Formulating the routing configuration and the filtering rules needs to be done 
concurrently. 

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p058.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p058.html
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7 Configure firewall logging and alert mechanisms.

You want your firewall systems to log activities pertinent to firewall operation and the 
rules the firewall will enforce. For significant firewall events, you want your firewall 
system to alert you in real time that these events have occurred.

There are two types of logging you need to specify for your firewall systems

• logging associated with the packets arriving and departing the firewall (e.g., packet 
denied, packet forwarded)

• logging associated with the operation of the firewall software and the system on which 
it runs (e.g., no more disk space, no more memory, firewall logs are full) 

For most firewall software, there are logging options associated with each individual 
packet filtering rule. Every packet processed by such a rule has these options applied to it 
for the purposes of logging. An example is to log packets denied by the firewall software. 
Logging options can also be used to specify the level of logging, which commonly 
includes real-time alert mechanisms such as paging, electronic mail, or executing an 
arbitrary program.

Why this is important The most important reason for logging is to ensure the continued operation of the firewall 
system. Logged events related to the operational status of the firewall are critically 
important in preventing and recovering from failures. They are also an important auditing 
tool to ensure that the proper security configurations (e.g., packet filters, proxies) are 
installed on the firewall system. Logs of this sort are generally small and can have long 
term value for a variety of purposes.

Completely apart from firewall operational concerns are concerns about security. Logs can 
be useful for you to determine how an intrusion might have occurred for the purpose of 
improving the quality of the firewall implementation. Logs for this purpose have value 
only over the time period where intrusions can be reasonably resolved — in our 
experience no more than three to four weeks.

Logs might also be used in intrusion detection. Intrusion detection is the process of 
detecting attempted, failed, and successful attacks against your network. Intrusion 
detection is beyond the scope of this practice. Logs for this purpose may have historical 
value. Refer to Intrusion Detection: Network Security Beyond the Firewall [Escamilla 98], 
Preparing to Detect Signs of Intrusion [Kochmar 98], and Detecting Signs of Intrusion 
[Firth 97] for more information on using logs for the purpose of intrusion detection.

Since log files are typically voluminous and difficult for humans to process, you should 
use alert mechanisms to notify you of any significant event. It is generally impractical to 
depend on manual analysis of logs to detect significant events.
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How to do it ➤ Design the logging environment

You need to determine

• the location of firewall log files

– on the firewall system itself
– on a remote logging host accessed via a network

• the expected size of log files

• the rate at which data is logged to the log files

• who needs access to the log files and the level of access

• whether or not logging is to be encrypted

• how log files are to be backed up and recovered

We recommend the following as general heuristics to guide your design:

• If you log to a host other than the firewall host, make sure your packet filter logging is 
configured not to create log entries for log packets. This will create an infinite logging 
loop. See the next step.

• Log to both local log files on the firewall host and to a central log host. Log as much 
information as you can locally and keep it for as long as disk space permits. Log only 
information that you need or will use to the central log host.

• Use a separate logging-only network to log to the central logging host. This prevents 
logging from affecting normal traffic. You can use this logging-only network to log 
intrusion detection traffic as well.

• Do not allow disk space requirements to be a constraining factor for logging. Disks are 
inexpensive so make sure you have enough disk space on both the firewall host and the 
central log host for local logging.

➤ Select logging options for packet filter rules

Design the logging options on each packet filter rule. You need to decide what purpose is 
served by logging packets affected by the rule. Generally logging for its own sake is not a 
wise use of resources.

Logging options for each rule may include

• packets that are denied upon arrival at the firewall system

• packets that are denied upon departure from the firewall system

• packets that arrive or depart within a specified time or date interval

In addition to logging options for each rule, you might be able to configure other aspects 
of logging that relate to packets being filtered. For example, your firewall software may 
support summarization of individual filter logs. These can be useful for seeing trends and, 
in general, are more valuable to keep for an extended period than the individual log 
entries.

Although it is not typical practice to log packets that are permitted by filter rules, it is 
occasionally interesting to track a particular kind of traffic. For this purpose, you might 
consider adding a redundant filter rule (one that either permits or denies packets that are 
already permitted or denied by another rule) just so that you can specify different logging 
options for that rule. If you do this, make sure to document that fact that the rule is 
redundant and is not essential to the implementation of your security policy.
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If you are replacing an existing firewall system, thoroughly examine the logging options 
specified by your existing system. Consider retaining those logging options for rules in the 
new configuration that are consistent with your security policy.

➤ Design the alert mechanism configuration

You should design the real-time alert function of your firewall system to ensure that 
important event notifications are delivered to the appropriate people as quickly as possible 
with a minimum number of false notifications.

These may include notification of

• unsuccessful user and host login attempts

• packet filters being modified or disabled in the firewall system

• successful logins to the firewall system

• changes to certain files on the firewall system

• operational events (e.g., logs full, memory or disk shortages, system reboots)

If you followed our recommendation above to establish a central log host, then we further 
recommend that you establish a central alert mechanism that also operates on the central 
log host. It may be the case that if you choose this approach, the firewall alert mechanism 
can be disabled and all alerts can be handled by one system. 

If you are replacing an existing firewall system, thoroughly examine the alert options 
specified by your existing system. Consider retaining those parts of the alert mechanism 
configuration that remain consistent with your current security policy and your firewall 
system operation policy.

➤ Acquire or develop supporting tools

Acquire or develop tools that monitor your log files and summarize the content of your log 
files beyond those provided by the vendor. These will provide you with the capability to 
review only those events of interest.

You will need to develop log file archive mechanisms unless your design includes enough 
disk capacity to retain log records until they are discarded. We recommend that you use 
WORM (Write Once, Read Many) devices for all archiving.

Policy considerations Your organization's networked systems security policy should

• require your firewall system to record all significant activity (such as administrative 
changes and attempts to breach filter rules) by doing thorough auditing and logging

• specify that configuring logging and alert mechanisms for your firewall system is 
performed in an environment isolated from your operational networks

• require notification to designated administrators of suspicious behavior that can be 
detected by the firewall system. This would include events related to the firewall 
system such as failed login attempts and requests to disable filter rules.

• specify guidelines for

– handling archived log information
– how long information should be retained
– discarding log information
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Other information For a fuller treatment of the subject of identifying and enabling logging mechanisms and 
protecting your log files, refer to Preparing to Detect Signs of Intrusion [Kochmar 98], 
specifically the practice “Identify and enable system and network logging mechanisms.” 

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p059.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p059.html
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8 Test the firewall system.

The purpose of the test activity is to verify that the firewall system works as intended. You 
should

• plan testing activities to demonstrate that routing, packet filtering, and logging and 
alert capabilities perform as designed

• test recovery plans for firewall system failures

• design your initial regression testing suite

The features that must be tested include

• hardware (processor, disk, memory, network interfaces, etc.)

• operating system software (booting, console access, etc.)

• firewall software

• network interconnection equipment (cables, switches, hubs, etc.)

• firewall configuration software

– routing rules
– packet filtering rules and associated logging and alert options

Why this is important Testing your firewall system and verifying that it operates properly increase your 
confidence that it will perform as designed. You should understand the types of failures 
that are possible for each system component and recovery techniques for each type of 
failure. This will allow you to exercise your response and recovery processes when and if 
these failures occur once the firewall system becomes part of your operational 
infrastructure. 

The most common cause of firewall security breaches is a misconfiguration of your 
firewall system. Knowing this, you need to make thorough configuration testing (of the 
firewall system itself as well as all of the routing, packet filtering, and logging 
capabilities) one of your primary objectives.

How to do it ➤ Create a test plan

You need to plan to test both the implementation of the firewall system and the policy 
being implemented by the system. To test the implementation of the system:

1. Create a list of all field-replaceable system components whose failure would 
significantly interfere with the ability of the firewall to meet its mission goals.
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2. For each such component, create a short list of the most likely modes of failure that 
would affect firewall operations. De-emphasize components whose failure modes 
are unlikely to occur or those whose failure modes are likely but their impact on 
firewall operations is unlikely.

3. For each relevant failure mode

– Design a test scenario that would either directly cause or simulate the failure.
– Design a mitigation strategy that minimizes the impact of the failure.

An example of a test scenario is to assume that the host system on which the firewall 
software runs has an unrecoverable hardware failure which prevents it from performing 
any packet forwarding, such as might occur if the network adapter failed. A way to test 
this failure might be to simply unplug the network from the interface to simulate the 
failure.

An example of a recovery strategy would be to maintain a totally redundant firewall 
system, switching to the redundant host when failures occur to minimize the time period 
during which packet transmittal is affected. 

Testing the policy installed in the system is more difficult. It is not feasible to exhaustively 
test an IP packet filter configuration; there are too many possibilities. We recommend that 
instead of exhaustive tests, you use boundary tests. In these tests, you identify boundaries 
in your packet filter rules and then sample test the regions immediately adjacent to each 
boundary. To do this

• for each rule, you identify every boundary in the rule. In general, each constrained 
parameter in a rule contributes either one or two boundaries. The space being 
partitioned is a multidimensional packet attribute space. Common attributes include: 
protocols, source addresses, destination addresses, source ports, and destination ports. 
Basically, every attribute of a packet that can be independently checked in a packet filter 
rule defines one dimension of this space. For example, a rule that permits TCP packets 
from any host to your Web server host on port 80 has checked three attributes (protocol, 
destination address, and destination port) which partitions the attribute space into three 
regions: TCP packets to Web server at ports less than 80, port 80, and ports greater than 
80.

• for each region, you generate some test traffic which you have engineered to stay within 
that region. You verify that the firewall either rejects or forwards all traffic for a given 
region. Within a single region, all traffic should be rejected or forwarded; that is the 
purpose for partitioning the packet attribute space.

For a complex set of rules, this can be a tedious process and may not be practical. If it is 
not practical to test the rules, request that several people review them and ask one person 
to explain to the others what each rule does.

The test plan needs to include the test cases, configurations, and expected results for

• testing the routing configuration, packet filtering rules (including service-specific 
testing), and logging and alert options

• testing the firewall system as a whole (such as hardware/software failure recovery, 
sufficient log file sizing, proper archival of logs, performance monitoring) 

• exercising both normal conditions and excursion (anomaly) conditions

You also need to describe the tools you intend to use (such as scanners, monitoring tools, 
and vulnerability detection tools) and the tests you intend to run using those tools. 
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➤ Acquire testing tools

Develop firewall test tools if your firewall product does not come with these capabilities.

Types of firewall test tools include1

• network traffic generators (such as SPAK (Send PAcKets), ipsend, or Ballista)

• network monitors (such as tcpdump and Network Monitor)

• portscanners (such as strobe and nmap)

• vulnerability detection tools (there are a range of commercial tools available from 
various vendors)

• intrusion detection systems such as NFR2 (Network Flight Recorder) and Shadow3

Refer to Preparing to Detect Signs of Intrusion [Kochmar 98], specifically the practice 
"Identify and install tools that aid in detecting signs of intrusion" and the supporting 
implementation "Identify tools that aid in detecting signs of intrusion." 

➤ Test the firewall functions in your test environment.

Establish a test configuration so that your firewall system is interconnected between two 
isolated hosts, one playing the role of the external world and the other playing the role of 
your internal hosts. See figure 8-1 at the end of this section. Ensure that the default 
gateway for the internal host is set to the firewall system under test. If you have chosen an 
architecture that supports centralized logging (which we recommend), place both the 
internal host and a log host on your internal network so that you can test logging options. 
If logging is performed on the firewall host, you can connect the internal host directly to 
the firewall host.

Have scanning or network sniffing tools in place on your outside and inside hosts to 
capture all traffic in both directions (inside to outside, outside to inside). 

Perform the following steps:

• Disable packet filtering.

• Inject packets that will exercise all routing rules and send these through the firewall 
system.

• Ensure that packets are routed correctly by examining the firewall logs and your 
scanner results.

• Turn on packet filtering. 

• Inject network traffic that is an appropriate sampling of all possible source and 
destination IP addresses, across all ports, and for all protocols. 

• Ensure that packets intended to be blocked (denied) are blocked. For example, if all 
UDP packets are to be blocked, ensure that none get through. Ensure that packets 
intended to enter or exit (permitted) do enter and exit. Do this by examining your 
firewall logs and scanner results.

1.  Information on some of these tools can be found at http://www.cert.org/security-improvement
/i042.07.html (titled “Identifying tools that aid in detecting signs of intrusion”) and at the COAST 
Web site http://www.cs.purdue.edu/coast.

2. NFR can be found at http://www.nfr.com.

3. Shadow is an intrusion detection system developed by the U.S. Navy. Information on Shadow 
can be found at http://www.sans.org.
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• Scan for open and blocked ports to ensure your firewall system is performing as 
intended. 

• Examine all of the network traffic that is logged and verify that the logging options 
associated with each packet filtering rule are operating as intended.

• Examine all of the network traffic that is logged and verify that the alert options 
associated with each logging option are sending alerts to the designated destination 
(such as the firewall administrator) using the specified mechanism (such as paging or 
email).

Plan to conduct this step and the next step with at least two people: the original 
implementer of the routing configuration, packet filtering rules, logging options, and alert 
options, and an independent person who reviews what has been implemented, understands 
the intent, and agrees that the network topology and security policy have been reflected 
correctly.

➤ Test the firewall functions in your production environment

This step assumes that you are migrating from a single layer firewall architecture (see 
figure 8-2 at the end of this section) to a multiple layer architecture (see figure 8-3 at the 
end of this section). This step also assumes that you have a network topology of one or 
more private networks and one or more public networks. The public networks typically 
connect hosts that respond to internal and external requests for service such as WWW 
(HTTP), FTP, email (SMTP), and DNS. These hosts may also respond to internal requests 
for service such as SNMP, file access, and logging. The public network as described here 
can serve as your DMZ. The private network typically connects hosts that service your 
internal users including individual user workstations. See figure 8-4 at the end of this 
section. 

Perform the following steps:

• Connect your firewall system to your public and private networks. 

• Set the routing configuration on selected public and private network hosts to direct 
traffic through the firewall system. The basis for selection is on a service-by-service 
basis, for example, the Web server on your public network and the host storing the files 
that the Web server needs to access on your private network. Cycle through the 
selection and exercise of all services such as Web, file access, DNS, mail, and logging. 
See figure 8-4 at the end of this section.

• Log the firewall system's incoming and outgoing network traffic. Use a scanner or 
network sniffer to observe what is happening. 

• Ensure that packets intended to be blocked (denied) are blocked. For example, if all 
UDP packets are to be blocked, ensure that none get through. Ensure that packets 
intended to enter or exit (permitted) do enter and exit. Do this by examining your 
firewall logs and scanner results.

• Scan all hosts in a selected portion of your network that includes the firewall system. 
Verify that you cannot gain any undesired information due to the scanning packets 
being blocked (denied). Attempt source port scanning using a well-known port such as 
the FTP-data port (port 20) to ensure that you cannot use the port for a service other 
than the one intended.

• You can use intrusion detection system tools in a simulated network traffic or live 
network traffic test to aid you in determining if your packet filtering rules are 
protecting your systems and networks from known attacks. You will need to run these 
tools for some period of time and review the results on a regular basis. 
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You may want to defer this level of testing to normal operations once you have fully 
deployed the new firewall system.

• Examine all of the network traffic that is logged and verify that the logging options 
associated with each packet filtering rule are operating as intended.

• Examine all of the network traffic that is logged and verify that the alert options 
associated with each logging option are sending alerts to the designated destination 
(such as the firewall administrator) using the specified mechanism (such as paging or 
email).

You cannot do a final test of your routing configuration prior to connecting the firewall 
system to your operational external interfaces (refer to “9. Install the firewall system.” and 
“10. Phase the firewall system into operation.”). As a result, you should run live packets 
through your internal networks using the new firewall system to the greatest extent 
possible prior to connecting to the outside world. To mitigate the risk of unexpected 
problems in this final test phase, you should initiate the operational connections for a 
small subset of hosts (such as those used by your system and firewall administrators) prior 
to connecting large numbers of user workstation or server hosts. 

➤ Select and test features related to log files.

When log files are full, you need to select how the firewall system will respond. The 
possible options may be one or more of the following

• shut down all external interfaces connected to the firewall

• continue to operate, overwriting the oldest entries

• continue to operate without logging

The first option is the preferred one but may not be available with all firewall products. 
Simulate a firewall log full condition and ensure that the firewall system behaves as 
expected based on the option you selected.

Select and exercise the appropriate settings for the archival of log files. The settings may 
include

• log file destination (e.g., a local file on the firewall host or a central log file on a remote 
host)

• number of days before archiving a specified log file

• number of days before purging an archived version of a specified log file

➤ Test the firewall system

For each relevant failure mode described in the test plan (see the first step), execute the 
test scenario causing or simulating the failure and exercise the mitigation strategy to see 
that it has the desired effect.

➤ Scan for vulnerabilities

Use vulnerability detection tools to scan your firewall system to determine the presence of 
known vulnerabilities. If patches exist for vulnerabilities that a tool detects, install these 
on your firewall system and re-execute the tool. This ensures that the vulnerability has 
been eliminated. 
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➤ Design initial regression testing suite

Select a subset of test cases to be used for regression testing purposes during normal 
operations. These should include cases that verify that all incoming and outgoing packets 
are being routed, filtered, and logged as expected as well as service-specific cases that 
verify that packets requesting specific services (WWW, email, FTP, etc.) are being routed, 
filtered, and logged as expected.

Once the new firewall system is part of normal operations, you can use selected regression 
test cases to verify that a change does not affect operational capabilities that worked 
successfully prior to the change.

➤ Prepare system for production use

Create and record cryptographic checksums or other integrity-checking baseline 
information of your firewall system once you have completed testing. Refer to Preparing 
to Detect Signs of Intrusion [Kochmar 98], specifically the practice "Generate information 
required to verify the integrity of your systems and data." 

Make a backup of your operational configuration once you have completed testing. Refer 
to Securing Desktop Workstations [Simmel 99], specifically the practice “Configure 
computers for file backups.”

➤ Prepare to perform ongoing monitoring

Given the complex nature of networks, their traffic, and firewall systems, ongoing 
monitoring is the only way to ensure that you have specified the correct security policy 
and that the policy is being implemented properly. 

Ensure that you have the necessary policies, procedures, tools, and staff resources in place 
to monitor your networks and systems including your firewall system.

Policy considerations Your organization's networked systems security policy should require that

• testing the firewall system is performed in an environment isolated from your 
operational networks

• the firewall system be retested after every configuration change and periodically using 
the regression test suite

• the regression test suite be kept up to date to exercise the current firewall system 
configuration 

• the inventory of all applications software, operating systems, supporting tools, and 
hardware be kept up to date

• monitoring of all network and systems, including your firewall system, be performed 
on a regular basis

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p060.html 

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p060.html
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Figure 8-1: Test 
Environment
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Figure 8-2: Single layer 
firewall architecture

Figure 8-3: Multiple 
layer firewall 
architecture
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Figure 8-4: Production 
environment
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9 Install the firewall system.

A tested firewall system needs to be installed in the production environment given that 
there are generally differences between the test and production environments.

There are two cases to consider:

• The firewall system is being installed to provide new connectivity between the networks 
that it was designed to interconnect.

• The firewall system is being installed as a replacement for an existing system that 
already provides connectivity between these networks. 

The approaches for these two cases differ and are described below.

Why this is important Planning the installation and executing a defined plan are necessary to minimize 
interruptions in existing services.

How to do it ➤ Install new connectivity

Do not allow unfiltered traffic through the firewall system during installation. Turn off the 
firewall system, reinstall it, bring it back up carefully, and perform sample tests to prove it 
is forwarding and filtering as expected.

Make sure that the networks are prepared to be interconnected. Take into account, for 
example, IP addressing, routing, and DNS. Refer to Firewalls and Internet Security 
[Cheswick 94], Building Internet Firewalls [Chapman 95], and Firewalls Complete 
[Goncalves 98] for additional information.

Consider making any new services available incrementally (a few at a time). The easiest 
way to accomplish this is to insert a “deny all” filter into each rule set immediately after 
the services you wish to make available. To make more services available, move the “deny 
all” rule further down in the rule sets until it gets to the bottom and then remove it 
(it should be redundant at that point).

➤ Install replacement connectivity

Install the new firewall system in parallel with the existing system. Inserting the new 
firewall system into your production environment should not cause any changes to the 
environment, if possible.
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Do not allow unfiltered traffic through the new firewall system during installation. Turn 
off the firewall system, reinstall it, bring it back up carefully, and perform sample tests to 
prove it is forwarding and filtering as expected.

During initial installation, maintain the existing system once it is disconnected. You can 
then switch back to it if the new system does not operate properly.

Policy considerations Your organization’s networked systems security policy should require that the firewall 
system installation/deployment plan and schedule are consistent with your site 
infrastructure business plan and schedule of infrastructure upgrades.

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p061.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p061.html
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10 Phase the firewall system into operation.

Once you have physically installed your tested firewall system into your production 
environment, you can then integrate it into your operational networks. This practice 
addresses the case where your firewall system is replacing an existing firewall or router. In 
this configuration, no hosts are aware of the newly installed firewall. Each host that is 
intended to send traffic through the firewall must be made aware of the new firewall’s 
existence. You then make sure that the packet filters perform as expected in the production 
environment.

There are two subcases to consider

• the replacement firewall system is installed using the same IP addresses as the original 
system

• the replacement firewall system is installed using different IP addresses than the 
original system

This practice includes steps for which the new, replacement firewall system is being 
installed using different IP addresses as this is the more complex case.

Why this is important The hosts on all of the networks that your firewall system controls must be configured to 
send traffic to and receive traffic from the new firewall system or the firewall will not 
serve its purpose.

How to do it ➤ Prepare for transition to the replacement firewall system

Plan how to update all hosts connected to the new, replacement firewall with the routing 
information they each need to route traffic through this firewall. There are generally three 
ways to accomplish this:

• Manually configure the routing information on each host.

• Use one or more routing management protocols (e.g., RIP1, OSPF2) to transmit routing 
information from the firewall to hosts.

• Use a client management protocol (e.g., DHCP3) to reconfigure hosts from a central 
server.

1. routing information protocol

2. open shortest path first

3. dynamic host configuration protocol
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DHCP is supported by most TCP/IP stacks provided by operating systems along with a 
DHCP server that responds to requests for IP addresses. You can configure your DHCP 
server to provide default route addresses to clients. Change the default route for specified 
hosts that are to send their traffic to and receive their traffic from the new firewall.

Alternately, you may choose to distribute routing information to your client hosts via a 
routing protocol. The two most common protocols for this purpose are RIP and OSPF. The 
choice between these two protocols is beyond the scope of this document, but most TCP/
IP routing texts cover both in depth4. For our purposes here, they are equivalent: both can 
distribute a default route to hosts that are listening for it.

In the absence of these capabilities (DHCP, RIP or OSPF), you will need to reconfigure 
each host to manually change the host’s default route address.

You should maintain a fallback configuration to continue operations if the firewall system 
does not work as intended. Otherwise, you run the risk of incurring network outages that 
may affect the ability of your organization to conduct business that relies on internal and 
external communication via networks and through the firewall system. You should plan to 
perform the transition during non-business hours such as over a weekend.

➤ Notify users

Alert your users that the firewall system is being brought into your operational 
environment.

Inform them that the default gateways on their hosts will be changed to route network 
traffic through the firewall system and that this should be invisible to them. Indicate that 
they should inform their system or firewall administrator if they encounter any problems.

➤ Enable private traffic through the new firewall system

This step assumes that you are migrating from a single layer firewall architecture (see 
figure 10-1 at the end of this section) to a multiple layer architecture (see figure 10-2 at the 
end of this section). The old firewall system becomes the interface to the external world 
and the new firewall system serves as the interface to your internal networks. This step 
also assumes that you have a network topology of one or more private networks and one 
or more public networks. The public networks typically connect hosts that respond to 
internal and external requests for service (such as WWW [HTTP], FTP, email [SMTP], 
and DNS). These hosts may also respond to internal requests for services such as SNMP 
and logging. The public network as described here can serve as your DMZ. The private 
network typically connects hosts that service your internal users including individual user 
workstations.

Configure and enable packets generated by the hosts on your private network to pass 
through the new firewall system: 

1. Connect your public and private networks to the new firewall system. See figure 10-2 
at the end of this section.

2. Change the default gateway of the hosts on the private network from the old firewall 
system to the new firewall system. See figure 10-3 at the end of this section.

4. Refer to the list of Protocol references in the Executive Summary of this module.
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3. Update the routing table on all public network hosts to route private network traffic 
through the new firewall system (vs. the old firewall system). See figure 10-4 at the 
end of this section.

4. Disable the interface to the private network on the old firewall. Add a route to the old 
firewall system’s routing table to route private network traffic through the new firewall 
system (see figure 10-5 at the end of this section).

5. Ensure that traffic is being routed and filtered as expected. Refer to “8. Test your 
firewall system.”

6. Unplug the private network interface to the old firewall system.

If you are replacing an existing firewall system, maintain the physical connectivity 
through your existing system when you bring the new one online. This will allow you to 
determine if there are any hosts on your private network that have not had their routing 
configuration updated to interface with the new firewall system (as their traffic will 
continue to flow through the old firewall system). It will also allow you to make sure that 
everything is working as expected (i.e., all private network traffic is now being routed 
through the new firewall system).

If this does not work as intended:

1. Unplug the new firewall system hardware.

2. Plug the old firewall system hardware back into the private network.

3. Change the old firewall system’s private network interface address to the one that was 
used by the new firewall system, given all of your private network hosts are now using 
it.

4. Add the route for the private network in the old firewall system's routing table.

Policy considerations Your organization's networked systems security policy should

•  require that your users are notified of firewall system service outages in advance

• specify who is to be notified in the event of firewall system anomalies once 
deployment is complete

Where to find updates The latest version of this practice, plus implementation details for selected technologies, is 
available on the Web at URL

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p063.html

http://www.cert.org/security-improvement/practices/p063.html
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Figure 10-1: Single layer 
firewall architecture

Figure 10-2: Multiple 
layer firewall architecture
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Figure 10-3: Change 
default gateway
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Figure 10- 4: Update 
routing
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Figure 10-5: Disable old 
interface; add new route
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